
Protect revenue, maximize team 
productivity, and build better products 
from the insights buried in your 
customer support data.

The Company-Wide 
Benefits of Investing  
in Support Experience



Support Managers

Support Executives

Support Agents
“Early warning 

system” of urgent 
customer issues

Upskill team and Quality 
Monitoring (QM)

Holistic view of customer 
Support Experience (SX)

CxOs and Finance

Customer Success / Sales

IT / Business Ops

Product + Engineering

Integrates seamlessly with your CRM

Uncover expansion opportunities,  
churn risk, and overall customer health

Discover root cause 
for product issues

Reduce IT overhead 
and resources

Raise net-dollar retention, 
margins, and customer 
lifetime value

Give customer success the most complete 
customer health view


Remove development and integration 
burdens from IT


Maximize employees and help reduce 
customer churn


Surface product usage and adoption 
insights for the product team

Overview

Read on to see how customer success, IT,  
product, and company management see  
real value by investing in SupportLogic:
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How Customer Success Benefits 
from Support Experience
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Customer success benefits from 
better customer support

 Source: Salesforce, State of the Connected Customer, December 202
 Source: Subscription Flow, Top 5 Factors That Leads to Higher Customer Churn Rate, June 202
 Source: Harvard Business Review, 6 Ways to Build a Customer-Centric Culture, October 2022

Customer Success

70% of customers say modern technology makes it easy for 
them to take their business elsewhere.1 So what’s the leading 
cause of unexpected churn? Product adoption issues.2  
To prevent this, your customer success team must be  
able to identify and act on the warning signs sitting in your 
support data.

70% of customers say modern technology makes 
it easy to take their business elsewhere

Leading cause  
of customer churn:

PRODUCTION 
ADOPTION ISSUES

The most successful companies 
are using the customer insights 
found in their support data to give 
sales and success better visibility 
into customer interactions.3 
SupportLogic excels at this by 
using machine learning and 
workflows to give customer 
success visibility into the entire 
customer lifecycle. 

In 20 minutes, SupportLogic can save hours spent pulling together customer 
account information. Stop compiling data from separate sources to prepare 
quarterly business reviews or worrying about support interactions.

Let’s schedule a screen sharing session to discuss this issue in details.   From Bugzilla Helper:

User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.0; en-US; rv:1.5)

Gecko/20031007



Description of problem:

It's possible to be new security issue.  There is no buffer limit check in vfs/direntry.c:vfs_s_find_entry_tree().  Version-Release number 
of selected component (if applicable):

mc-4.6.0-8.4



How reproducible:

Always



Steps to Reproduce:

Open a specially constructed vfs archive.  Additional info: patch will be attached as soon as bugzilla allow it.

Agent NamebyToday, 4:44 PM

About to miss First Response time SLA!
an hour

Notify agent

Now 

15 Internal NotesAdd case notes Reply to customer Highlights

+3

Viewers:

+3

Responders:

+3

Shared with:

Case reviewCollaboration (3 new)

Marianna Wilkerson | 1 day ago 
Let’s schedule a screen sharing session to discuss this issue in details.

Key Insights35 Sentiment Score 88 Need Attention Score

1 hourOpen for:

1 hourTotal customer wait time:

some unassigned queue Start Case ReviewChurn Risk ShareDaria Waller2Bluedream LLCPoor

Poor support responsiveness

Customer activity

Product quality

Decreasing due to...

JulyJuneMay

Account Health: Poor

Account backlog (24)

Escalations (5) 

View details

28% 
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How customer success benefits:

 Reduce the fire drills happening from high-value customers and better use 
resources with alerts and workflows that help you solve issues early

 Drive engagement with your customers, easily monitor those at risk of churn, 
and prevent them from calling your CEO

 Auto-grade every account based on their support interactions 0-100

 Alert on key business signals — including churn risk, frustration, and profanity.

 Discover where deployment or product usage is off track and solve issues 
before they become critical

 Act on the true voice of customer (VoC) from every customer in real-time, 
instead of relying on lagging indicators like CSAT and NPS.

How do we do it

 Support health score and customer  
escalation recommendation

 Alerts on customer sentiment and 
churn analysi

 Unlimited users for easy CS access 
to support dat

 Usage-based pricing

Identify adoption issues early:

Monitor your at-risk customers:

*Based on case activity in the last 90 days 

Case activity 10% since 30 days

Mar 15, 2022 | 2 cases

1 Severity 1


1 Severity 2

Fair

Case sentiment

30% since 30 days

Good

Engineering issues

25% in the last 30 days

Good

Case age

30% since 30 days

 Median case closure day(s)

4days

Good

Escalations
Fair

closed escalation(s)8

Last escalation closed 
48 days ago

Jan             Feb             Mar

100
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Last 10 casesCustomer Health

Electron Corp
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How IT Benefits from  
Support Experience



Resolved escalations in the last 30 days
2

Last response:

Inbound, 12 days ago

North Star LLC 6 open cases

34 days

Customer waiting 

Last outbound response: 
In escalated state: 

Apr 18, 11:33AM

12 hours

TH

Priority-3 [Normal]

Last response:

Inbound, 6 days ago

Drift Systems 6 open cases

29 days

Customer waiting 

Last outbound response: 
In escalated state: 

Yesterday

12 hours

TH

Priority-3 [Normal]

Predicted

Escalated date (recent first)

Escalations22

Last response:

Inbound, 5 days ago

3893Dynamico93

28 days

Please can we escalate this or spend 
some time going through the logs in 
detail to see...

Internal request from (10 days ago)Nolan Schleifer 

TH

Priority-3 [Normal]

Last response:

Outbound, 1 day ago

8555

Churn Risk

Rosewood Co.55

21 days

It's an extremely slow and frustrating 
way of dealing with live issues...

Internal request from (6 days ago)Jasmine Zhao 

TH

Priority-3 [Normal]

Predicted

Request date (recent first)

Escalation requests found4

Last response:

Outbound, 10 days ago

7833

Churn Risk

Electron Corp33

17 days

TH

Priority-3 [Normal]

It's surprising and disappointing, as a 
new customer, to see that there's been 
virtually no communication...

Internal request from (15 days ago)Dulce Dokidis 

Last response:

Inbound, 3 days ago

5584Bluedream LLC84

12 days

TH

Priority-3 [Normal]

 Customer received empty updates for 
several day

 Responsiveness has been sparse and 
sporadic...

Rank

Likely to escalate15

0-30 31-51 55-64 65-74 75-83 84-92 93-100

Add a filter 15 out of 589 open cases  are likely to escalate (2.5%)

Scale IT with purpose-built software

The modern IT organization is in a tough position: customer-facing teams 
want data science and AI tools, but IT ramp-up and project planning are 
strapped for resources. The opportunity cost of slow rollouts and held up 
technology is only becoming greater.


With no way to try out or cut projects that aren’t returning investment, 
building AI tools yourself is a losing game. 

IT

Industry leaders 
recommend  
piloting AI projects  
through partnerships  
with trusted  
software brands.1

 Source: CIO Magazine, How to launch—and scale—a successful AI pilot project, November 202
 Source: StartupNation, 9 SaaS Trends Your Business Should Embrace, June 2022

Partnering with trusted software, like SupportLogic, cuts down on implementation risk, 
allowing IT to scale during times when investment is limited. All-in-one solutions 
double that benefit by turning on capabilities for more of your organization — 
further reducing IT friction.2

Leading technology companies trust SupportLogic:
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How IT benefits:

 Leverage the data you've been storing for years — spreading valuable, 
actionable insights to the entire company (support, sales, success, 
product, engineering, HR)

 Upgrade the support tech stack with an all-in-one application —  
no code, no add-ons, and no IT intervention needed

 Involve product leaders in potential issues with zero IT configuration 
or maintenance.

 Add data science without adding headcount or ramp-up costs: 
Complete access to experts on the customer support domain

 Redirect resources: Move away from tactical tasks with dashboards and 
metrics out of the box. SupportLogic users manage their own internal 
teams, virtual accounts, and updates

 Offload management: SupportLogic users handle database updates, 
reducing IT requirements

 Boost company insights: Allow support users to be self-sufficient and 
make changes on the fly.

How do we do it

 Works with what you already use —  
plugs into your existing ticketing system

 SOC2, GDPR, HIPAA certified

 Built to go live in 45 day

 Usage-based pricing to prevent shelfware

Extend your IT at a fraction of the cost:

Low-effort, low-risk digital transformation that 
unlocks the voice of the customer:

 Source: SupportLogic, Integration
 Source: SupportLogic, Security Overview
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How the Product Team Benefits 
from Support Experience



Take advantage of product 
information trapped in data silos

Product Team

 Source: Zendesk, Why you should integrate your agent support and product teams, December 202
 Source: Freshdesk, What the Product Team can Learn from Customer Support, December 2018

Successful product teams build with customer support as a key input.1  
But customer and product feedback sessions are costly and inefficient.


Your support case data is filled with product usage insights. But in most 
organizations there's no efficient way for product teams to go back to  
the last six months of support cases and harvest specific feedback.

With only 58% of product teams using  
support data for product feedback, there’s  
a real competitive advantage in doing so.2

SupportLogic allows  
product teams to track  
root causes on product  
and adoption issues,  
and reduce operational 
expenses by using  
customer sentiment  
for insights. 

Notes (8) i

Camembert Systems
Active since Jan 13, 2022

18 accounts, 11 reporters

Camembert-Wheat 
Bread Construction 
Machinery Corporation  

Churn Risk

67

margaret.nguyen-
anderson@apple.com

59

Camembert-Wheat 
Services of Technology 
and Internet Ltd

75

Camembert-Wheat Inc 
Operatings and Open 
Road Technologies LTD

72

Camembert-Wheat Bread 
Technologies LLC for the 
Fresh Cheese Family 
Foundation

New Account

84

Sentiment History Drag mouse to drill down to a specific time period

Negative Sentiments

213 tickets

Escalations

149 tickets

Positive Sentiments

50 tickets

Critical Isses

14
Overview

175 tickets

Recent Cases Date CreatedSort by

Kondo Ieyasu

30 33

Just now

825129 | Multiple errors at boot - “ …

Lakshmana Dongerkerry
35 40

1 hr ago

434510 | Too many levels of system…

7 hrs ago | 

Somun Ae-Ri
30 20 127789 | Macbook pro not restartin…

Likely to be escalated

Sudanka Bakalowits
55 60

1 day ago

434510 | Too many levels of system…

Tsutsui Ichiha

Response Time (21%)

1294

72

35

72 tickets

Need Attention

Customer Score 
in this period

56

Aug ‘20 Feb ‘21 Aug ‘21Mar ‘19 Aug ‘19 Feb ‘20

100

0
35

Customer Score
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How the product team benefits:

Pinpoint root causes for adoption issues and align them to product versions 
and upgrade issues. Track issues by release, reducing inefficient engineering 
efforts. Shift bug triage and detection from months to days.

Align product roadmaps to customer needs. Collect feature requests from 
the true voice of the customer, prioritize product requests, and back them 
up with customer data.

Get product feedback straight from support dashboards and optimize 
positioning based on customer experience — removing data blockers.

How do we do it

 Product signal dashboards tuned  
to sentiment, keywords, and issue

 100% of support cases analyzed  
for customer suggestions and 
enhancement

 Unlimited user licenses and 
dashboard access

Find customer struggles:

Find customer requests:

Find customer usage / success stories:

Case Updated DateSe
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+96

-48

0

Sentiment Score Delta-12

Feature Requests (20)Product Feedback (32)Positive Sentiments (77)Negative Sentiments (202)
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0

10

20

30

22 Apr 23 Apr 24 Apr 25 Apr 26 Apr 27 Apr 28 Apr 29 Apr 30 Apr

Sentiment Date Last response:

Outbound, today

Product Feedback

Electron Corp28

7 days

“Please take this emergency because 
this is our production web server and 
we are e-business company.”
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How the Financial Team Benefits 
from Support Experience



Expand customer relationships, reduce 
costs, and maximize the entire organization

 Source: MIT Management, New book explores how AI really changes the way we work, October 202
 Source: SupportLogic, Independent Report: SupportLogic Support Experience Management, November 2022

Financial Team

A tough economy means a close watch on spending and efficiency. But how do you 
tighten support and success while improving both customer and employee experience? 
As new revenue acquisition takes longer, you have to focus on expanding and retaining 
your existing relationships. SupportLogic lets your support team exceed their service 
goals with fewer resources.

MIT research says purpose-built AI is the difference maker — 
helping successful companies stay competitive.1

SupportLogic is part of this movement —  
built to give your entire organization insights 
into your biggest expense (your people) 
while also providing value across customer 
retention and revenue expansion.

Expectations with SupportLogic (Verified by Valoir2)

20-50%

2 weeks 1 month

10-15% 10X
Reduce case  
escalation rates by

Reduce agent 
onboarding time by

Increase agent 
tenure by 

Boost time to 
resolution by

Improve manager case 
review efficiency by 

Only pay for what  
you use with  

usage-based pricing

Displace other tools for support analytics, case routing,  
QA, escalation management, and CRM seats

Date CreatedBacklog

Drift Systems

Vortex Co.

63 65

1 hr ago

Bluedream LLC
8742

Just now

Negative Sentiments

75 cases

Escalations

149 cases

Positive Sentiments

100 cases

Backlog

75 cases

0
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Conversation CountBacklog Distribution by 16+ 6–15 0–5
Conversations

PerformanceActivity Benchmark
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Organizational-wide benefits 
in under 6 months

 Accelerate “time to resolution” by at least 10%, meaning fewer 
agents are required to handle customer support caseload.

 Improve support productivity with faster ramp by 2 weeks

 Increase support coaching efficiency by 10X

 Save recruitment costs and reduce attrition by knowing  
the profile you need to hire

 Improve internal CSAT.

Imagine the value in saving one customer. Customer signals and 
churn prevention dashboards are proven to reduce churn rates 
and increase operating margins by giving you instant visibility  
into customer health so the team can act fast.

 Reduce escalation rates and improve net dollar retention  
by up to 40%.

 Consolidate SaaS vendors and reduce SaaS seat licenses.

 Optimize your support technology stack with one control plane

 Reduce CRM licensing costs while also looping in your entire 
organization — breaking down data silos and expanding 
information usage.

Maximize your teams:

Expand revenue opportunities:

Reduce operating costs:

 Source: SupportLogic, Coveo Slashes Case Resolution Time with Intelligent Routin
 Source: SupportLogic, Nutanix Leveled Up Customer Support Experience With SupportLogic

53%

56%

31%

decrease in mean 
time to resolution

decrease in  
escalations

increase in first 
day resolution

“Our management team 
uses SupportLogic as  
our eyes everywhere.  
We can have a proactive 
approach to avoiding any 
customer frustration.”


Patrick Martin 
VP Technical Support, Coveo

Read Case Study
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It’s Time to Level Up

SupportLogic works with your existing ticketing  
system and integrates seamlessly — no rip and replace. 
Customers experience boosted productivity and  
real results within 60 days.

Elevate your customer support experience.

About SupportLogic


SupportLogic delivers the world's first support experience (SX) platform that enables companies to 
proactively understand and act on the voice of the customer to build healthy relationships and 
maximize customer lifetime value. SupportLogic SX uses AI to extract and analyze customer sentiment 
signals from both structured and unstructured data and provides recommendations and collaborative 
workflows. SupportLogic is helping global enterprises like Databricks, Qlik, Nutanix, Rubrik, and Snowflake 
to prevent customer escalations, reduce churn and elevate the customer support experience. 


To learn more, visit supportlogic.com. 
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Get a Demo

Company-Benefits-SX-EB101

https://www.supportlogic.com/
https://www.supportlogic.com/request-a-demo

